USA 2017
Java User Groups Tour
Java and Cloud in Your City!
Bringing Great Java Content to JUGs Worldwide!

Java Euro Tour
Bringing Java and Containers to European Developers
USA Java User Groups Tour 2017

Bringing Java and Cloud to your City!
JUGs Tour
USA 2017
Cities
Travel and Dates

● **Travel**
  ○ Motor Home (most cities)
  ○ Plane (Chicago)

● **Dates**
  ○ 8 to 24 of May 2017
  ○ Starting with the JCP face-to-face Meeting (May 8-9)
Cities and Dates

- 9 - Austin
- 11 - Houston (West)
- 12 - Houston (Central)
- 15 - Dallas
- 16 - Little Rock
- 17 (lunch) - Memphis
- 17 (night) - Nashville
- 18 - Atlanta
- 20 - Jacksonville
- 22 - Orlando
- 23 (lunch) - Chicago (iJUG)
- 23 (night) - Chicago (CJUG)
Speakers

- Bruno Souza - Java Champion
- Otávio Santana - Java Champion
- Yolande Poirier - Java Community Manager
- Ean Schuessler - Open Source Developer
- Leonardo Lima - JCP Spec Lead
Amazing Content!

- Java EE 8
- NoSQL
- DevOps
- Containers
- Cloud Computing
- Web Development

- Java SE 9
- Robotics
- Internet of Things
- Java Community
- Java User Groups
- Java Developer Career

Bruno Souza
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Otavio Santana
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Yolande Poirier
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Ean Schuessler
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Leonardo Lima
ICP Spec Lead
Presentations

- Java and the Internet of Things
  - Leonardo Lima

- Code it, Ship it! DevOps and Containers
  - Bruno Souza

- 5 Mistakes Java Developers Make that Prevent them from Growing in their Careers
  - Bruno Souza

- Java Community Insider Secrets
  - Yolande Poirier

- The Java Community Process - Make the Future of Java
  - Heather VanCura

- Java in the Cloud
  - Bruno Souza, Otávio Santana, Ean Schuessler

- NoSQL, no Limits, lots of Fun!
  - Otávio Santana

- You got your Browser in my Virtual Machine! Impersonating Javascript environments in the Java VM
  - Ean Schuessler

(See details in speaker notes)